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Introduction 

During the last few meetings of Q6/15 there have been a number of contributions proposing 

new requirements for Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) Metro systems, in order to 

develop a new recommendation: G.metro.  

The purpose of this contribution is to address some application scenarios for new Metro 

DWDM, and supplement the requirements for new Metro DWDM applications. 

Metro DWDM is, here, considered for addressing fixed-mobile convergence over a unique 

aggregation infrastructure. 

Besides, the role of metro DWDM for backhauling small cells to the macro cell site is also 

considered. 

Discussion 

The exponential growth of data based traffic is going to challenge operators, more and more, 

for realizing an efficient backhauling of both residential, business and mobile services.  

The current trend, where independent access infrastructures are deployed per service, may be 

expected to be replaced by a convergent approach where, an unique network is able to collect 

both fixed and mobile services leading to a potential CAPEX and OPEX reduction,  with 

different flavours depending on the specific application scenario (services, involved players, 

geographical area, regulatory policy). 

The future network is, consequently, expected to effectively support current services packet 

based (IP/MPLS/Ethernet), legacy SONET/SDH applications (e.g. for the support of legacy 

2G- mobile  services, still to be considered in the future applications) and new services and 

related enabling technology, as CPRI backhauling (TDM based)  in “BBU centralization”. 

The convergence among all of these services may be realized at optical level by leveraging on 

both DWDM and OTN technologies, depending on the specific application scenario. 

The figure below shows the possible convergence among services to be backhauled over a 

unique optical infrastructure.  
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Figure 1 – Fixed/mobile convergence through DWDM 

 

Depending on the type of service, a specific front-haul element performs, in the upstream 

direction the first grooming of final user services. Possible front-haul devices include: 

 Power / Wavelength splitter (RN), according to the GPON/XGPON or WDM-PON 

distribution network; 

 DSLAM, equipping 10GE uplinks; 

 IP Cell Site Gateway, aggregating 2G, 3G and LTE cell site traffic over 10GE uplinks; 

 CPRI Cell Site Gateway, performing the consolidation of CPRI signals coming from 

2G, 3G and LTE RRH’s either in: 

o TDM mode, direct CPRI aggregation into CPRI Rate 7 (9.83 Gb/s) or OTU2 

format, over a 10G uplink;  

o DWDM mode, by multiplexing the “colored” CPRI clients (up to 9.83 Gb/s 

rate) over the same fiber uplink, via a purely passive optical mux/demux. 

o TDM+DWDM mode, combining TDM aggregation in N x 10G uplinks with 

optical multiplexing on a unique fiber (or fiber pairs). 

The interconnect between front-haul and network edge may be effectively realized through 

ring topology, where DWDM technology (100 GHz / 50 GHz channel spacing) allows to deal 

with the needed amount of channels and the expected amount of network elements to 

backhaul, realizing an effective usage of fiber mean; OADM elements, allowing for the fiber 

connectivity, are assumed to be integrated or co-located with front-haul devices. 

The identification of colorless/low cost tunable interfaces can enable a further CAPEX/OPEX 

reduction. 



The expected span reach for this interested optical platform should be within 10Km in dense 

urban context, up to 20 Km in urban context, up to 40 Km in rural scenarios. 

A further potential application for DWDM technology is the backhaul of small cells to the 

macro cell site. The deployment of small cells for enhancing cell capacity is widely 

considered as one of the driver in mobile network evolution.  

The amount of small cells into a macro area is expected to be within 10-12 (source “NGMN 

Alliance”) and the backhauling via small rings, possibly single fiber, may reasonably be a 

valid chance: thus, the deployment of low cost DWDM based devices (100 GHz channel 

spacing) would allow to cope effectively with the backhaul, both in case from the cost and 

networking standpoints. Span reach for this application should be within 10 Km. 

Proposal 

This contribution proposes to consider the convergence between fixed / mobile backhaul 

networks and the backhaul of small cells as relevant scenarios in the scope of new Metro 

DWDM applications, considering the related requirements in terms of system capacity, 

transmission reach, optical characteristics. The study and development of a new 

recommendation G.metro within Q6/15 must consider, then, the following basic requirements: 

 The DWDM aggregation solution must support rate signals in the range 1Gbit/s to 10 

Gbit/s per wavelength. 

 The DWDM aggregation solution must provide a reach up to 10 km, 20 and 40 km, as a 

function of different user density or geographical distribution. 

 The DWDM aggregation solution must support “agnostic” optical interfaces, realized 

either via “colourless” solutions (a unique module type adapting its operating 

wavelengths, according to the network connection selected) or via “low cost tunable” 

solutions. 

 The DWDM aggregation solution must provide multiple channels (40/80 channels 

depending on the needed grid, the target reach and target cost).  

 The DWDM aggregation solution must provide channels with bi-directional 

transmission over a single fibre. 
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